
Panel Descriptions for CarrierCon 2024 

Main Stage: 

 

World of Warships Will discuss Azur Lane collaboration content, cosplayer demo, interview with our 

special guest, audience quizzes with prizes, Q and A with World of Warships hosts. 

Azur Lane Get ready to celebrate Carrier Con with the team from Azur Lane! They will be hosting a cosplay 

showcase, interactive games with fans, and a plushie giveaway. 

VFLEET What do Vtubers and Navy ships have in common? Nothing! That's where VFleet Project is making 

waves! Come join the team for a panel with experienced Shipgirl and Jetgirl Vtubers who can answer all 

your streaming questions and learn how you can support Naval and Air museums across the world! 

ElfQuest’s Wendy and Richard Pini in Conversation with Brian Fies Come meet Elfquest creators Wendy 

and Richard Pini and ask them questions about their 40+ years of making Comics! 

Cosplay Wrestling Federation Cosplay Wrestling Federation is a competitive, improv traveling 

panel/event bringing the biggest personalities on stage, in the spirit of pro wrestling and cosplay. 

Cosplay Contest All cosplayers who come aboard for CarrierCon are invited to sign up for our Cosplay 

Contest! The winner of the cosplay contest will win $300 and the two runner ups $100 each! 

 

Wardroom Stage: 

Kumo Goro Interview Presenting the magnificent Vtuber Idol Kumo Goro Guro. Join us for this exclusive 

interview with one of twitch's top streamers as she talks about her content creation journey and shares 

tips on how to start. 

Navy and Cosplay Meet Emily Everett, popularly known as Unclasboot on TikTok and Instagram, is a 

former Petty Officer Second Class of the United States Navy. Emily served in the Navy as an Information 

Systems Technician (IT) and a radioman onboard the USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN72). Emily is also a 

passionate cosplayer with 12 years of experience under her belt. 

If you're curious about what it's like to be a modern-day sailor, to live and work on a nuclear aircraft 

carrier, or to be a part of the cosplay world, Emily is the perfect person to ask. She's here to share her 

experiences and answer any questions. Don't miss out on this unique opportunity to ask your most 

burning questions! 

D&D Media Panel A Critical Fail? This will be a comedic discussion of the Dungeons and Dragons movies 

and cartoon. We will talk about how the movies and cartoon would work if they were actual tabletop 

games, and discuss their accomplishments and shortcomings. 

Anime IRL: Translating 2D Designs to 3D Cosplays An informative and fun lecture-style panel presented 

by award-winning Team Kirari Cosplay with tips and tricks for creating a three-dimensional wearable 

costume from two-dimensional designs in comics, anime, and games. 



SeaRaptor-Scuttlebutt with a World of Warships Streamer 

Fandom Taboo: We will be running the Fandom Taboo! Game Show, a game show panel where audience 

members compete in teams to guess terms relating to various fandoms, hobbies, and interests without 

using any of the terms' associated Taboo! words. Teams will be in groups of 2-4 people and will come up 

one team at a time to compete in 4 60-second rounds. We will be presenting the game show via screen 

or projector, with a word bank of over 1000 terms. We made this program ourselves and it contains no 

copyrighted audio or visuals. The team member giving clues to their teammates will be facing the screen 

and the teammates guessing will be facing away from the screen. This will require three chairs to be 

delegated for guessing teammates to face away from the screen. Ideally we will have at least four (three 

portable) microphones: two for us hosts, one for clue-giver, and one that can be shared by the guessing 

teammates. The audience should be able to see the screen well so that they may empathize with the clue-

giver's struggles and act as enforcers for the rules! Winning and participating teams will get prizes. 

 

Ready Room: 

The Royal Manticoran Navy So You've Joined TRMN...Now What? Congratulations! You've decided to be 

part of an organization that spans the known galaxy and you're now...um...a spacer? What do you do 

now? Let someone who's been roaming space with The Royal Manticoran Navy for the past few years give 

you a few pointers, tips, tricks, and ways to either rise in the ranks, or make the most of your time in the 

ranks. A presentation and demo will be followed by Q&A. Treecats are cordially invited not to attend. 

 


